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Halibut Charters
The winter 2007 Charter Log newsletter, edited by Terry Johnson, has been posted
on the Web, seagrant.uaf.edu/map/charterlog. Johnson devoted the issue to
management options for the halibut charter fishery, currently being considered by
the North Pacific Fishery Management Council. The problem is that the volume of
charter halibut catches, in Southeast Alaska and the central Gulf of Alaska, exceed
guideline harvest levels. Some possible solutions include a halibut charter
moratorium, create a state delegation with charter management authority, establish
a separate charter sector halibut allocation, use a quota plan, set annual limits for
charter anglers, impose a permanent prohibition on skipper and crew catches, and
impose one-trip-per-day limits.

Salmon Price Models
Erin Steiner and Abby Holzinger are graduate students working on Keith Criddle and
Mark Herrmann's Sea Grant–funded project, A Global Analysis of Salmon Prices:
How Low Can They Go?
Originally from Maine, Erin Steiner graduated from Connecticut College in 2003.
Following graduation, she worked as a NMFS groundfish observer in the Bering Sea
and as a Peace Corps volunteer in Bolivia. Steiner began working on her master's in
fisheries at UAF in August 2006. Abby Holzinger has a B.S. in statistics from the
University of Wisconsin in Madison, and started the master's program in resource
and applied economics at UAF in fall 2004.
The research team is using statistical methods to estimate changes to prices of
high-value Alaska king, silver, and red salmon fisheries, and to speculate on how
Alaska might prepare for even lower future prices.
They hypothesize that the key influence on long-term prices for wild salmon is the
volume of farmed salmon production. Steiner and Criddle are developing a model of
the costs of production for Chilean farmed salmon, paying particular attention to
feed costs for farmed salmon and looking into the growing substitution of soy meal

and vegetable oils in fish feeds. They will use trends in the cost of feeds to project
trends in the costs of producing farmed salmon.
"Erin's fluency in Spanish has been a tremendous asset to our study; it has allowed
her to interact directly with government agencies and producers in Chile," said
Criddle. Steiner and Criddle will travel to Chile in March, to tour feed production
facilities and interview plant managers, researchers, and farm operators.
After the cost model is completed, it will be combined with Herrmann and
Holzinger's model on world supply and demand for high-value salmon, to get base
world prices for high-value salmon and probable levels of farmed salmon production.
Herrmann says that Holzinger is doing a fantastic job in working the wrinkles out of
the supply and demand relationships.
The study will allow them to judge how far Alaska salmon prices may decline in
order to remain competitive in world markets.

Hatchery Open House
Alaska Sea Grant will host an open house in Seward, Saturday, March 24, at the
Alutiiq Pride Shellfish Hatchery, after the hatchery king crabs have released their
young. A scientific discussion session on Friday the 23rd will be followed by a
Saturday tour, poster display, and refreshments.
The Alutiiq Pride hatchery is Alaska's only shellfish hatchery, providing oyster spat
and geoduck and razor clam seed. It will soon house the crabs for the Alaska King
Crab Research and Rehabilitation Program, and a herring project. The open house
will be an opportunity to highlight the hatchery, to thank the supporters of projects
at the hatchery, and encourage further support.
The Alaska King Crab Research and Rehabilitation Program aims to build scientific
understanding of the large-scale culturing needs of red and blue king crab stocks,
for considering future rehabilitation of wild king crab stocks in Alaska.

Request for Proposals
Alaska Sea Grant is requesting preliminary research proposals for 2008–2010. We
welcome creative and rigorously conceived proposals that will help the people of
Alaska better understand, conserve, and wisely use the state's marine, estuarine,
and coastal watershed resources. Alaska Sea Grant sponsors applied social,
economic, engineering, and biological research. The deadline for preliminary
proposals is Friday, January 26, 2007. For more information see
seagrant.uaf.edu/research/rfp.

Hatchery Technician
Jim Swingle is a new Alaska Sea Grant employee, hired as a hatchery technician at
the Alutiiq Pride Shellfish Hatchery in Seward. Swingle will help get the hatchery

operational after flood damage, and maintain healthy conditions for crab brood stock
and progeny. He has a B.S. in fisheries science from UAF, and has worked on
shellfish aquaculture in Hawaii for 18 years.

New from the Bookstore
Alaska Sea Grant recently published the book Alaska Crab Stock Enhancement and
Rehabilitation: Workshop Proceedings, edited by Bradley G. Stevens. At the March
2006 Kodiak workshop Alaska Crab Stock Enhancement and Rehabilitation,
scientists, managers, and crab fishermen heard from international experts who have
led crab research and enhancement efforts. Talks were focused on the challenges
and potential of crab enhancement in Alaska. Also presented were social and
economic issues posed by crab enhancement, and perspectives from commercial
crab fishermen, seafood processors, and industry associations. The 94-page book
sells for $10.00; see seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore/pubs/AK-SG-06-04.html.
Alaska Sea Grant is distributing 2007 tide schedule books, free to MAP offices,
harbormasters, Cooperative Extension, SFOS students and faculty, etc. Three
regional 2007 Tide Tables are available: Southcentral, Southeastern, and Western
Alaska. In addition to daily tide times, the books have information about safety,
paralytic shellfish poison, beachwalk etiquette, marine wildlife viewing guidelines,
how to bleed a salmon, and a directory to the Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory
Program.
The new DVD Fishing Vessel Stability: Operational Practices shows factors that
affect stability of small fishing vessels—proper loading, watertight integrity, icing,
lifting loads, shifting loads, weight creep, hang-ups, and heavy seas—and suggests
procedures to improve safety. The film is useful for all operators and crew on fishing
vessels or small workboats. It was directed by Deborah Mercy, and produced by the
Alaska Marine Safety Education Association and Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory
Program, with U.S. Coast Guard funding. See seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore
/pubs/MAPV-63.html.

Undergrad Scholarships
The 2007 NOAA Hollings Scholarship Program is offering 100 college undergraduates
up to $29,000 to further their academic studies related to NOAA science, research,
technology, policy, management, and education activities. It also offers summer
internships designed to provide hands-on multidisciplinary training. For more
information see www.oesd.noaa.gov/Hollings_info.html.
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Alaska Young Fishermen's
Summit
"The highlight of the month of January was attending the Alaska Young Fishermen's
Summit," said Paula Cullenberg of the MAP-led workshop held in Anchorage. "During
the introductions, it became apparent to everyone that we had gathered together a
wide mix of longliners, gillnetters, setnetters, seiners, jig fishermen, and crabbers
from all corners of the state. Seventy attendees ranged in age from early 20s to
near 40, and they brought a lot of energy to the gathering," she said.
Clem Tillion, former commercial fisherman and Alaska legislator, and Arne Fuglvog,
fisherman and aide to U.S. Sen. Lisa Murkowski, gave inspiring keynote
presentations. Organizers Sunny Rice, Torie Baker, Greg Fisk, Angela Camos (MAP),
Erin Harrington, Casey Campbell (McDowell Group), and Eric Olson (Kwik'pak
Fisheries) are pleased to hear from attendees that the workshop sessions were right
on the mark.
The purpose of the two-day summit was to help train young fishermen as leaders, to
replace the boomer-plus fishers who will phase out of the trade in the near future.
Short courses were offered on business, financing, seafood markets, seafood
quality, leadership, safety, commercial fishing rules and politics, and how to testify
before management groups. See seagrant.uaf.edu/map/workshops/2007/ayfs for
more information on the workshop.

Knauss Fellowship Applications
Applications for 2008 Sea Grant Knauss Fellowships are due in the Alaska Sea Grant
office March 15, 2007, and interviews with candidates will take place March 19-21.
For more information on how to apply, see seagrant.uaf.edu/research/knauss.html.
The Knauss Marine Policy Fellowship was established in 1979 to provide an
educational experience to graduate students with an interest in ocean and coastal
resources and in the national policy decisions affecting those resources. The

program, sponsored by the National Sea Grant College Program, matches highly
qualified graduate students with hosts in the legislative and executive branches of
government located in the Washington, D.C., area, for a one-year paid fellowship.
The program is named in honor of one of Sea Grant's founders, former NOAA
administrator John A. Knauss.

Web Developers
Dave Partee, Alaska Sea Grant communications designer, was elected chair of the
Web developers group of the nationwide Sea Grant network. He will serve as chair
in 2008. The Web developers group enhances the nationwide Web presence for Sea
Grant, and, among other tasks, coordinates Web professional sessions at Sea Grant
Week, a biennial meeting for all Sea Grant programs. The 2007 Sea Grant Week will
be held in San Diego in October.

Communicating Ocean Science
Kurt Byers gave a presentation on communicating ocean science at the Alaska
Science Symposium in Anchorage, at the invitation of Nora Deans, outreach leader
for the North Pacific Research Board. Byers and other speakers from resource
management agencies, academia, and nongovernmental organizations were asked
to describe philosophies and techniques each uses to communicate information on
research projects. The featured speaker was Paula Keener-Chavis, director of
education programs for the NOAA Office of Ocean Exploration. Keener-Chavis is
impressed with the science communication going on in Alaska and is eager to
partner with Alaska Sea Grant on marine education efforts.

New Alaska Sea Grant Catalog
Alaska Sea Grant has a new 2007 publications/video catalog, in a redesigned format
showing publication covers in color. Nearly 140 products—books, videos, posters—
are featured in the catalog. Many of the catalog's offerings appeal to the needs of
commercial fishermen and marine scientists. For commercial fishermen, Alaska Sea
Grant offers publications aimed at launching a seafood direct marketing effort,
transferring fishing permits, and improving seafood quality. For marine scientists
and resource managers, the catalog offers proceedings on recent conferences on
sea lion research, king crab hatcheries, and combating the effects of coastal erosion.
Call 474-6707 to order a catalog. All items are also described online at
seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore.

MAP Extension Activities
Paula Cullenberg is serving on a Cooperative Extension Service Visioning
Committee. The committee will help set priorities for CES.
Reid Brewer helped the Unalaska High School hatchery class take silver salmon from

the Iliuliuk River. He talked to the students about salmon life cycle, hatcheries,
reproduction, anatomy, swimming adaptations, and physiology. Brewer also gave a
talk at the Unalaska WWII Visitors Center on echinoderm biology and ecology to 25
people. He published an Octopus Ink article in the Dutch Harbor Fisherman on
freeze tolerance in marine organisms.
Liz Brown wrote two articles that were published in the Bristol Bay Times, on foodborne illness and hypothermia.
Chuck Crapo met with Kodiak ranchers about developing a mobile cattle slaughter
facility, and assisted them in making HACCP plans. The ranchers, whose cattle are
on Sitkanak Island, are in the planning stages and expect to put the system
together this summer.
While in Hong Kong recently, Quentin Fong briefed the Southeast Alaska Dive
Fisheries Association on the retail market for sea urchin roe. He also worked with
Copper River Seafood representatives on frozen cooked whelk/snail requirements,
and coordinated business meetings on chum salmon markets.
Don Kramer taught four lecture-laboratory classes in fish identification for the UAA
North Pacific Fishery Observer Training Center, to 29 students.
Ray RaLonde hosted the Alaskan Shellfish Growers Association annual meeting at
the MAP offices in Anchorage and gave presentations on Vibrio and purple hinge
rock scallop culture research.
Terry Reeve is partnering with the UAA Center for Economic Development on the
possible start-up of a fish processing plant in Togiak (to be funded by the Bristol Bay
Economic Development Corporation and Economic Development Administration). He
is also providing fish processing technical assistance to a community on Prince of
Wales Island.

Upcoming Alaska Sea Grant
Events
International Smoked Seafood Products Conference, March 5-7, 2007,
Anchorage; and Smoked Seafood Workshop, Indian Valley Meats, March 8-10,
2007, seagrant.uaf.edu/conferences/2007/smokedseafood.
Alaska Sea Grant open house, March 24, 2007, Alutiiq Pride Shellfish
Hatchery, Seward.
Benthic Habitat Mapping Workshop, April 2-4, 2007, Anchorage,
seagrant.uaf.edu/conferences/2007/benthic.
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Nome MAP Agent Begins Work
Heidi Herter started her new job March 5 as Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory agent
for the Bering Strait region, headquartered in Nome. The Bering Strait region,
population 10,000, is made up of 16 rural villages from the northern tip of the
Seward Peninsula to the southern shores of Norton Sound, including St. Lawrence
Island and Little Diomede Island, only twenty-five miles from the Russian mainland.
Herter looks forward to traveling in the region to serve the residents, as she focuses
on fisheries outreach, marine ecology education, and coastal community
development.
Herter, whose job title includes assistant professor of fisheries, earned her master's
in fisheries from UAF Juneau Center with Ginny Eckert, and her bachelor's in biology
from the University of Puget Sound. Her areas of expertise are marine ecology of
Alaska, and larval/juvenile life stages of commercial shellfish. She is a good fit for
the Nome position where crab harvesting and processing are important in the
economy.
Herter grew up in Anchorage. She enjoys skiing, fishing, travel and exploring in
Alaska, and her pet dog.

Millions of Crab Larvae
Alaska Sea Grant graduate student Celeste Leroux reports that 12 red king crabs
are hatching more than 80,000 larvae per day, at the Alutiiq Pride Shellfish
Hatchery in Seward. The crabs are part of a stock research and rehabilitation
program. Over the next several weeks, she anticipates more than two million larvae
from the 15 female Kodiak red king crabs under her care. In addition, in the next
few months about three million larvae are expected from 20 female blue king crabs
collected in the Pribilofs.
Leroux's master's degree research is to better understand the feeding and nursery
requirements of red and blue king crab in a hatchery setting. She will feed the crab
brine shrimp and several different kinds of algae, all of which are grown at the

hatchery.
"I hope to learn which feeds and nursery structures result in optimal growth, health,
and survival for these crab as larvae and juveniles," said Leroux. The research is
overseen by the Alaska King Crab Research and Rehabilitation Program, a
partnership of Alaska agencies and fishermen's groups, including Alaska Sea Grant.

Childers Earns Pew Fellowship
Dorothy Childers, a member of the Alaska Sea Grant Advisory Committee, recently
was awarded a Pew Fellowship in Marine Conservation, for her project "Climate
Change in the Bering Sea." The Pew program annually awards five fellowships of
$150,000 each, to advance solutions to the most pressing ocean problems.
Her project will explore fishery management approaches that promote resilience of
ecologically sensitive species and habitats. During the course of the project, Alaska
Native leaders, field scientists, and fishermen will share, nationwide, their
observations on climate change. Childers believes that Alaskans, as observers of
their environment and as people whose livelihoods and traditional ways depend on
the ocean, can play a vital role in shifting national energy policy to curb climate
change.
Childers served for ten years as the executive director of the Alaska Marine
Conservation Council (AMCC) and is now AMCC program director. She is on the
North Pacific Research Board, and is a member of the board of advisors for the
Marine Fish Conservation Network.

Sea Grant Book Wins Award
Northern Harbors and Small Ports: Operation and Maintenance, by Alan Sorum, took
first place in the nonfiction instructional division of the Alaska Professional
Communicators 2007 Communications Contest. The purpose of the APC contest is to
improve professional skills by recognizing excellence in communicating. The book
was judged on how well it communicates, how it is directed to the target audience,
and how well it achieves objectives. As a state affiliate of the National Federation of
Press Women, APC also entered the book in NFPW's 2007 national competition.

Database-to-Web
Alaska Sea Grant hired UAF student Aurélien Beraud to assist with database-to-Web
interface development. Beraud, a graduate student in computer science, is
supervised by Carol Kaynor. This is a continuing step to transform the Sea Grant
Web site into database-generated pages. The goal is to cut Web maintenance time
to as little as one-tenth that currently needed.

Proposals Due

Full research proposals for Alaska Sea Grant's granting period 2008–2010 are due
April 13, 2007, by 5 pm. For more information contact Michele Frandsen, 474-7088
or frandsen@ims.uaf.edu.

Knauss Fellowship Applications
Applications for 2008 Sea Grant Knauss Fellowships are due in the Alaska Sea Grant
office March 15, 2007, and interviews with candidates are scheduled for March
19–21. For more information on how to apply, see seagrant.uaf.edu/research
/knauss.html.

Summaries of MAP Activities
Recently Torie Baker co-hosted the annual Cordova Science Soup meeting with the
Prince William Sound Science Center. Twenty-one local scientists gathered to meet
researcher/manager newcomers.
Baker conducted a two-hour in-person interview with crewmember John Mehalich,
who survived a recent fishing vessel sinking under heavy icing conditions in Shelikof
Strait. Affiliate MAP faculty Jerry Dzugan, of the Alaska Marine Safety Education
Association, also participated via audio. The interview gathered valuable safety
training information.
Baker also was re-elected as secretary (1 year term) to the Copper River/Prince
William Sound Advisory Committee to the Alaska Board of Fisheries and the Board of
Game.
Rick Steiner was interviewed by EcoMedia Magazine about the July 2006 oil spill in
Lebanon. EcoMedia published the story in December 2006.
Steiner also testified at the Alaska Climate Impact Assessment Commission meeting
in Juneau, in late January. Commissioners are gathering information on what
climate change will mean for Alaska, and steps that can be taken. Sea Grant
Advisory Committee member John Shively is on the commission.
Reid Brewer was appointed to the Museum of the Aleutians Board of Directors by the
City of Unalaska.
Terry Johnson is a participating member of the Stop Rats working group, and
recently contributed to the brochure and Web site, www.Stoprats.org. Stop Rats is a
cooperative initiative to protect the Aleutian Islands and other Alaska locations
against rat infestations.

Habitat Mapping Workshop
Alaska Sea Grant will host the Marine Habitat Mapping Technology Workshop for
Alaska, April 2–4 in Anchorage. Clarence Pautzke, of the North Pacific Research
Board, will start the meeting off with an introduction to Alaska marine habitats. The

workshop will address habitat mapping technologies, focusing on the need to
characterize marine habitats over large areas useful for management and modeling,
and capabilities and cost of available technologies.
Twenty-two speakers and 16 poster presenters, from Alaska and worldwide, will
share seafloor survey technologies and expertise. A synthesis of the proceedings will
be compiled during the workshop, and distributed on CD after the meeting.
Organizing committee members are Brian Allee, Alaska Sea Grant director; Jennifer
Reynolds, UAF Global Undersea Research Unit; Gary Greene, Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories Center for Habitat Studies; David Witherell, North Pacific Fishery
Management Council; Jon Kurland, NOAA Fisheries, Alaska Region Habitat
Conservation Division; and Doug Woodby, Alaska Department of Fish and Game.
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ASPLI
The Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute (ASPLI) graduated 14
participants in March. The final activities for the group, all employed in processing,
was a tour of cold-climate processors in Iceland and a visit to the International
Boston Seafood Show. Chuck Crapo, Don Kramer, and Angela Camos were tour
directors during the study trip.
MAP leader Paula Cullenberg says the yearlong ASPLI program was designed to build
capacity of Alaskans in the seafood processing community, and foster leadership
skills in the mentored participants. Plans are in the works to hold ASPLI every other
year, and effort is ongoing to build partnerships with the seafood industry for the
2008 program. ASPLI was sponsored by the Alaska Department of Commerce,
Community and Economic Development, through the Alaska Fisheries Revitalization
Strategy; and the Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program.

MAP FishBiz Specialist
MAP recently hired Glenn Haight as a fisheries business specialist. Based in Juneau,
Haight will coordinate the MAP fisheries business project, including technical
assistance to salmon fishermen. His work will be, in part, a follow-up to MAP's
involvement with the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program. He will develop and
teach seafood business workshops, work on fisheries and seafood projects, and
coordinate and support efforts of several MAP faculty in seafood business activities.
He joins MAP after working for six years in fisheries development at the Alaska
Department of Commerce, Community and Economic Development. He also worked
in the former Alaska Department of Community and Regional Affairs and as a
financial intermediary. Haight has a business administration degree from the
University of New Mexico, and a master's in international management from the
American Graduate School of International Management. He can be reached at
ffgeh1@uaf.edu.

Terry Gardiner
Terry Gardiner, who has been on the Alaska Sea Grant Advisory Committee for
three years, grew up in Southeast Alaska. His varied fisheries and leadership
experiences make for an effective advisor for Sea Grant. "I have enjoyed serving on
the group that has evaluated the research preproposals, and I was involved in the
presentation to the National Sea Grant evaluation team that properly gave Alaska
Sea Grant gold stars for a fine job!" says Gardiner.
Gardiner was a commercial fisherman as a young man, and helped create a fishing
co-op as well as hatcheries. His public service career of twelve years started with
election to the Alaska Legislature in 1972. He was Speaker of the House, Judiciary
Committee chair, and chair of the Alaska Criminal Code Commission. He helped
create the Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation, Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute,
Alaska Commercial Fishing and Agriculture Bank, and Medical Indemnity
Corporation.
Gardiner was a founder and CEO of Silver Lining Seafoods and NorQuest Seafoods.
These companies developed specialty products for international markets from
remote Alaska locations, creating new jobs, new markets, and new products.
Since the sale of NorQuest Seafoods in 2004 Gardiner has worked on health care
reform, focusing on AIDS medicines for developing countries and U.S. health care
systems.

Crab Tour
In March, the Alaska King Crab Research and Rehabilitation Program held an
informational tour of the Alutiiq Pride Shellfish Hatchery and the UAF Seward Marine
Center. The program's goal is to learn whether hatchery cultivation can rebuild wild
stocks of Kodiak red king crab and Pribilof blue king crab and to help restore
fisheries.
Forty people attended the tour, including commercial fishermen and fishing industry
advocates, agency officials, UA scientists and graduate students, and community
government officials.
The highlight was seeing the program's first generation of red king crab larvae at
the hatchery. Attendees heard from scientists and students engaged in larval
feeding experiments and crab growth studies.
Partners include Alaska Sea Grant, United Fishermen's Marketing Association,
Central Bering Sea Fishermen's Association, Aleutian-Pribilof Island Community
Development Association, Alaska Crab Coalition, ADFG, NOAA Fisheries, Alutiiq Pride
Shellfish Hatchery, Chugach Region Resources Commission, Gulf of Alaska Coastal
Communities Coalition, Alaska SeaLife Center, and UAF School of Fisheries and
Ocean Sciences and Seward Marine Center.

Mathisen Fellowship
Brian Allee is setting up a UAF graduate student fellowship to honor Ole Mathisen,
and is working to get financial contributions from industry. A long-time friend of
Alaska Sea Grant, Ole Mathisen died March 12 at the age of 88. He earned his
doctorate in fisheries from the University of Washington, and served on the faculty
there and at the University of Alaska in Juneau. In 1994, he received the
Noerenberg Award for Fisheries Excellence from the Alaska chapter of the American
Fisheries Society, and was also professor emeritus at the University of Alaska. He
was a friend, mentor, and scholar who influenced the lives of many people. If you
are interested in contributing to a fellowship please contact Allee at
brian.allee@sfos.uaf.edu.

Seafood Conference
Liz Brown, Don Kramer, Sunny Rice, Chuck Crapo, Sherri Pristash, and others
organized the International Smoked Seafood Conference held in March. Over 100
people attended the three-day conference, and Brown, Kramer, and Crapo
presented papers. Evaluations by attendees were very positive. Alaska Sea Grant
hosted an educational product display, and will publish a proceedings book of the
meeting in 2008.
Following the conference, 32 people attended a hands-on Smoked Seafood
Workshop at Indian Valley Meats. Owner Doug Drum taught the class with input
from Crapo and Kramer.

MAP Accomplishments
Torie Baker was asked to serve on the governing board of Litnaqtut College, in the
Native Village of Eyak. Baker conducted an AMSEA survival suit and life raft course,
and MAP cosponsored the Ice Worm Survival Suit Race at the Cordova winter
festival.
Reid Brewer taught dissection at the Unalaska City High School. He hosted students
from Akutan for a three-day workshop on intertidal monitoring, invertebrate
diversity, and scuba diving. In addition, Brewer edited 50 abstracts for the Alaska
Statewide High School Science Symposium.
Chuck Crapo is committee chair for graduate student Kamolluck Trateng, who works
in Cooperative Extension food product development. Crapo gave a talk on salmon
quality and adding value, at the California Salmon Council Board Meeting.
Terry Johnson spoke on customer satisfaction at a meeting of the Tourism Mentor
Assistance Program. He also conducted an interagency meeting on responsible
marine wildlife viewing, part of MAP's effort to establish a responsible marine wildlife
viewing program and ethic.
Don Kramer taught HACCP to eleven people in Cordova, and to nine students at

Indian Valley Meats.
Ray RaLonde, Quentin Fong, and Sunny Rice helped facilitate strategic planning for
Alaska shellfish aquaculture, in partnership with OceansAlaska.
Rick Steiner gave a lecture on War and Environment at UAA. He made a
presentation on Arctic Outer Continental Shelf Oil, and the Shipping Safety
Partnership, to the Consultative Group of Biological Diversity in Oregon. Steiner also
reviewed an oil spill contingency plan for Guinea Bissau.
Terry Reeve co-hosted workshops on business plan development. Nine students
completed the course, from Hooper Bay, Chevak, Bethel, Quinhagak, and Mountain
Village. The workshops included ecotourism and birding tour discussions.
RaLonde testified before the Alaska joint fisheries committee about HB 26 on the
transport of geoduck clams to Prince William Sound. He also presented paralytic
shellfish poisoning workshops during the ComFish show in Kodiak.
Sunny Rice was asked to serve as president of the Petersburg Economic
Development Commission.

Wakefield Endowment
An additional $100,000 was bequeathed from Mrs. Lowell Wakefield to UAF, to
provide support for Alaska Sea Grant's Wakefield Fisheries Symposium series. In
2000, she established the endowment with an initial gift of $100,000, to honor
Wakefield's commitment to wise use of marine resources.
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Bristol Bay Oil Discussions
The third annual discussion on oil exploration in the North Aleutian Basin was hosted
by Bristol Bay MAP agent Liz Brown, Andy DeValpine of Bristol Bay Coastal Resource
Service Area, and Norm Anderson of Bering Sea Environmental. During the meeting
a regional advisory committee was formed, the attending agencies posted their
official positions on the issue, and input was presented by citizens of Russia's
Sakhalin region, which has been affected by oil development. The daylong event
took place in King Salmon and 24 people attended.
An April 2004 discussion on oil exploration in the area was about onshore
exploration; the second, in May 2005, was on offshore exploration.

Awards
Three Alaska Sea Grant publications won awards in the National Association of
Government Communicators Blue Pencil Awards Program. Sea Lions of the World
won first place in the hardcover book category, the 2007 Alaska Coastal Calendar
won third place in the calendar category, and the 2001–2006 Briefing Book took
third place in the annual report category. Kurt Byers went to the annual NAGC
meeting in Chicago, where he picked up the awards and attended sessions on
strategic planning, marketing, Internet technology, speechwriting, and other
subjects.

Surviving on the Foods and
Water of Alaska's Southern
Shores
Alaska Sea Grant has released a new revised version of Dolly Garza's popular book
Surviving on the Foods and Water of Alaska's Southern Shores. The text has been
updated, and attractive color photographs were added of many of the plants and
animals suitable as emergency survival food. The book is a good tool for learning

survival, as well as a source of nutritional values of wild foods, especially for Native
use. Price is $5.00; 35 pp.

Arliss Sturgulewski
Arliss Sturgulewski, who has been on the Alaska Sea Grant Advisory Committee
since 2003, began her Alaska career in the 1950s as a wife and mother. Later, in
the public policy arena, she made many contributions toward getting this young
state on track.
In the 1970s Sturgulewski served on the commission that wrote the charter for the
Municipality of Anchorage, and was elected to the Anchorage Borough Assembly and
then to the Alaska Senate. While in the senate, from 1979 to 1993, she focused on
issues of the state constitution Article X, covering local government as well as
resources. She cochaired a task force that led to the rewrite of the municipal code
and has done significant work on policy issues surrounding formation of regional
governments and small businesses.
Sturgulewski's marine policy work includes serving as an advisor to the International
North Pacific Fisheries Commission from 1985 to 1992, and on the governorappointed Bering Sea Task Force in 1993–1996. Most recently she was a member of
the National Marine Aquaculture Task Force, convened by the Pew Trust and Woods
Hole Science Center, which looked at opportunities, cautions, and considerations
that would come with development of aquaculture outside the three-mile limit of the
U.S. coastline, including Alaska and Hawaii.
Sturgulewski has been on more boards and commissions than she can count. She is
pleased to support the University of Alaska by currently serving as an advisor to the
UAA Chancellor's Council, School of Business and Public Policy, Institute of Social
and Economic Research, and the School of Nursing. She is also on the UAF Vision
Task Force, SFOS Advisory Council, and UA Foundation Trustees.
Sturgulewski sums up her dedication to Alaska this way, "All of my work is pro bono
but I love public policy and its impact on the wonderful state of Alaska. I'm just
lucky to be in this place where your voice can be heard."

National NOSB
Alaska Sea Grant meetings coordinator Sherri Pristash traveled to Stony Brook, New
York, to experience the National Ocean Sciences Bowl national finals competition
firsthand. Pristash is gearing up to arrange accommodations and some travel for
250 participants in the April 2008 NOSB finals competition, to be held in Seward.
Other members of the UAF/SFOS team responsible for organizing the competition
are Dean Denis Wiesenburg, Phyllis Shoemaker, Dean Stockwell, Linda Lasota, and
Carin Bailey, all of whom were in Stony Brook studying for next year's Alaska event.
Seward will host 25 teams from around the nation, as well as coaches, regional

coordinators, moderators, judges, runners, and CORE (Consortium for
Oceanographic Research and Education) organizers. Having the national competition
here provides an opportunity for these excellent students to visit Alaska and view
our marine resources firsthand.
In Stony Brook, Pristash was impressed with the students' depth of knowledge and
high spirits. The competitive approach of the teams demonstrated different training
styles by the coaches—from regimented and "poised over the buzzer," to laid-back
and hands-off. Over the 10-year tenure of the program, winning teams have been
spawned from all coaching styles. This year's winners are from Contoocook Valley
Regional High School in New Hampshire. For more information on the 2008 NOSB
see www.sfos.uaf.edu/nosb.

In the News
MAP's Alaska Young Fishermen's Summit merited a four-page article in the May
2007 issue of National Fisherman, written by Charlie Ess. Torie Baker, Sunny Rice,
and Greg Fisk organized the meeting, held in January.
Alaska Magazine published several of Reid Brewer's underwater photos in their April
issue, in an article "Aleutian Wonders."
Heidi Herter was featured in an article in the Nome Nugget.
Rick Steiner was interviewed by BBC World on climate change.
Terry Johnson published an article on cruising western Alaska waters in the
magazine Passagemaker.
Liz Brown wrote an article on alcohol testing requirements by the Coast Guard for
the Bristol Bay Times.

Seafood Direct Marketing
Liz Brown and UAF Bristol Bay business professor Charlie Sparks organized and
taught the course Applied Business 193: Seafood Direct Marketing. During the
March–April class, students developed business plans, attended the Boston Seafood
Show, and participated in a workshop in Dillingham focused on infrastructure issues,
available resources, and the experiences of successful seafood business operators.
Fourteen students completed the course and 26 people attended the workshop.

Climate Change
Terry Johnson and Paula Cullenberg attended a National Sea Grant planning
workshop on climate change. Also at the workshop was Sarah Trainer from the
Alaska Center for Climate Assessment and Policy (ACCAP), a NOAA-funded group
partnering NOAA with UAF. International speakers included Emma Tompkins of the
Oxford Environmental Change Institute.

Among the resources presented, Cullenberg recommends the book Preparing for a
Changing Climate by E. Shea et al., developed for Pacific Islanders. Alaska Sea
Grant/MAP is considering several strategies for climate change involvement,
including public education on community adaptation and environmental mitigation,
workshops, and partnering with ACCAP.

Grantsmanship Workshop
MAP and the Cooperative Extension Service held a joint inservice training on grant
proposal development, writing, budget development, and grant management, in
April in Anchorage. The workshop was taught by CES interim director Pete Pinney
and SFOS proposal coordinator Gretchen Hundertmark to 25 faculty and staff.
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Alaska Knauss Fellow Chosen
SFOS graduate student Seanbob Kelly has been selected as a 2008 Sea Grant
Knauss Fellow. Kelly hopes to get a fellowship position in the executive branch in
Washington, D.C., to gain the agency experience he needs to effectively work on
sustainable management of Alaska fisheries. In his work with subsistence fishermen,
Kelly gained insights into the importance of traditional knowledge in policy making,
and the necessity for clear communication among all parties, including Native and
non-Native groups. He has a strong interest in building on this perspective during
his fellowship and in fisheries management work.
Kelly will get his master's in fisheries oceanography, working with Brenda Norcross,
in fall 2007. His thesis research is on past habitat use of Pacific herring in Prince
William Sound. He has also worked for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the
Yukon River Drainage Fisheries Association, and volunteer tutored at Lathrop High
School. He was selected as UAF outstanding fisheries undergraduate in 2004 and
2005.

New Publications
The 2008 International Polar Year edition of the award-winning Alaska Coastal
Calendar features stunning color photographs of Alaska's coastal wildlife and
scenery, and information about how a warming climate is affecting the Last Frontier.
Price is $12.00.
Biology, Assessment, and Management of North Pacific Rockfishes, edited by J.
Heifetz, J. Dicosimo, A.J. Gharrett, M.S. Love, V.M. O'Connell, and R.D. Stanley, is
the proceedings of the 2005 Wakefield Fisheries Symposium. The audience for the
peer-reviewed book is fisheries researchers and managers and those involved with
fisheries oceanography, genetics, and stock assessment. The research articles will
bring you up to date, and can enhance management and conservation of rockfish.
Price is $50.00.
In Monitoring Changes in Alaska's Coastline, edited by Reid Brewer and Deborah

Mercy, read about how to set up a coastal monitoring program in your community,
based on the experiences of successful organizers. Illustrated with photos, vol. 3 of
Alaska Seas & Coasts features organizations that oversee monitoring, from citizen
beach cleaner/observers to an online database of weekly sea surface temperatures.
Observer data can help determine impacts to coastal ecosystems, and is important
to marine resource users. Online or paper copy, free at Sea Grant or MAP offices or
available by mail for $3.00 shipping.
The spring 2007 issue of Charter Log, edited by Terry Johnson, includes articles on
halibut charter regulations, alcohol testing, boater education for women, EPIRBS,
license renewal, river pollution, and more. Online or paper copy, free.

Education Specialist Hired
Marla Brownlee has joined the Alaska Sea Grant staff as education specialist. In her
new position, she is coordinating the Alaska Seas and Rivers Project, a three-year
grant awarded to Alaska Sea Grant from the Alaska Department of Education and
Early Development, to revise and update the Alaska Sea/River Week curriculum.
Brownlee most recently served as director of the Professional Education Center at
UAS in Juneau. During her 25 years in education in Alaska, she has worked as a
classroom teacher, K–8 principal, media center specialist, computer coordinator, and
UAF assistant professor.

Crab Research Biologist Hired
Ben Daly joined Alaska Sea Grant in May as a research biologist for the Alaska King
Crab Research, Rehabilitation and Biology program (AKCRRAB) to manage crab
husbandry and assist with research. Daly received his master's in marine biology in
2007 from UAF, working with Brenda Konar.
Daly reports that 15 female blue king crabs began hatching in late April at the
Seward Marine Center. He is working on a rearing study using three different larvae
densities in nine tanks. All the larvae are in the zoea 4 stage. Another study is
determining if a carbon filter at the water intake point is effectively removing
hydrocarbons. The 15 brood stock crabs are being dissected for pathology studies to
be done by ADFG.

Scientists and Administrators
Learn about AKCRRAB
On June 1, staff from the offices of Senator Ted Stevens, Senator Lisa Murkowski,
and Congressman Don Young hosted some of the International Whaling Commission
delegation on a visit to the Seward Marine Center and Alutiiq Pride Shellfish
Hatchery. The visitors learned about the Alaska King Crab Research, Rehabilitation
and Biology program. Todd Bertoson and Mark Robbins, staff of Sen. Stevens, were

there, as well as Dave Whaley of the House Natural Resources Committee and Amy
Fraenkel and Amanda Hallberg of the Senate Commerce Committee. Attending from
NOAA Fisheries were Bill Hogarth, assistant administrator; John Oliver, deputy
assistant administrator for operations; and Doug DeMaster, science director, Alaska
Fisheries Science Center. Also present were John Hilsinger, director of ADFG Division
of Commercial Fisheries; Jim Seeb, chief of research for anadromous fish, ADFG
Division of Commercial Fisheries; and others.
Brian Allee thanked all for their partnership and current contributions to the project.
The goal of the project is to mass-culture wild blue and red king crabs and refine
techniques, to one day rebuild stocks and boost commercial fishing in Kodiak and
Pribilof Islands communities.

Summer Student Help
Alaska Sea Grant has two new summer workers, both UAF Summer Sessions
students. Office assistant Kareston Robinson, supervised by Adie Callahan, is doing
data entry and clerical work and running errands. Kunyi Li is helping Carol Kaynor
with Web updates.

Job Opens for Ketchikan MAP
Agent
UAF invites applicants for the assistant professor extension agent position in
Ketchikan, a 12-month tenure track teaching and extension position.
The Alaska Sea Grant MAP position provides marine extension and education to the
residents of communities in southern southeastern Alaska, including Prince of Wales
Island, Annette Island, and north to Wrangell. The position provides informal
education, technical assistance, and information to the public in commercial fisheries
development, marine safety, marine recreation and tourism, marine business
management, subsistence education, aquaculture, and marine education.
The job requires a master's degree or higher in fisheries, natural resources
management, marine affairs, or a related field, with skills in writing and public
speaking. For further information see www.sfos.uaf.edu/employment.
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BP-ASG Fellowship
UAF graduate student Sean Willison, School of Natural Resources and Agricultural
Sciences, was awarded the BP–Alaska Sea Grant fellowship, a two-year project.
Advised by Stephen Sparrow, Willison is studying restoration of North Slope
wetlands with native sedges Eriophorum angustifolium and Carex aquatilis. This
summer Willison is working in the greenhouse and in field plots in Fairbanks, and is
taking one trip to the North Slope study site.
Bill Streever, Alaska Sea Grant Advisory Committee member, initiated the fellowship
so that BP can learn how to restore former gravel pads with pre-disturbance species.
The general practice is to remove the gravel from formerly used pads and recycle it
at other construction sites. After gravel removal, natural revegetation is very slow.
With more knowledge of sedge physiology, as well as timing of growth, flowering,
and seed production, BP should be able to help the sites recover more quickly.

Alaska Seas and Rivers
Under the leadership of Marla Brownlee, Alaska Sea Grant education specialist, the
Alaska Seas and Rivers Project teacher workshop was held June 11–22 at Kasitsna
Bay. Nine teachers and five workshop leaders from Alaska were there, and several
scientists and researchers were featured speakers, including Katrin Iken and Brenda
Konar and graduate student Tania Spurkland. Dave Partee and Carol Kaynor also
met with the group to discuss the Alaska Sea Grant Web site that will deliver the
curriculum.
Teaching units were drafted for grades 2, 3, and 5. After they are edited, the units
will be shared with teachers to pilot in September. The final product will be a new
online curriculum, to replace the 1980s Sea Week books published by Alaska Sea
Grant.

Marine Debris Workshop
The Marine Debris in Alaska workshop will be held October 30 to November 1, 2007,

in Anchorage. Workshop participants will prioritize marine debris removal,
education, and outreach, and plan for prevention and cleanup. Attendees will
represent coastal communities, industry, government, nonprofits, and scientists. On
the steering committee are Erika Ammann and Mike Williams, NOAA Fisheries; and
Bob King, Marine Conservation Alliance Foundation. Sherri Pristash of Alaska Sea
Grant is organizing the meeting. For information contact Erika.Ammann@noaa.gov.

AYFS Summit II
The Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit II will be held in Anchorage December
11–12, 2007, hosted by MAP. The symposium will provide young and new fishermen
with information needed to take the helm of Alaska’s fishing industry. Similar to the
January 2007 AYFS I, the meeting will offer opportunities to learn from industry
leaders and established fishermen, get skills to improve business management,
understand seafood markets, learn how to affect fisheries policy and management,
and network with other fishermen.
Among kudos for AYFS I is the comment by Malcolm Milne, Homer halibut and black
cod longliner and scalloper: "AYFS was extremely well organized and invaluable as a
resource. I will highly recommend any future conferences." For more information on
AFYS II, see http://seagrant.uaf.edu/map/workshops/2007/ayfs2/index.html.

New Books
Planning for Seafood Freezing, by Ed Kolbe and Don Kramer, is a new Alaska Sea
Grant publication. Kolbe's work on the book was done during his joint appointment
with Oregon Sea Grant Extension and Alaska Sea Grant. An engineering specialist,
Kolbe wrote four chapters on the freezing process, and the kinds of freezers and
their advantages and operation, and Kramer authored a chapter on the effects of
freezing on seafood. The manual helps seafood processors plan freezing operations
that will maintain the quality of fresh fish in frozen product and bring higher profits.
To order a copy of the 126-page book, go to http://seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore
/pubs/MAB-60.html.
Alaska’s Fishing Communities: Harvesting the Future, edited by Paula Cullenberg, is
the proceedings of a conference on fishermen, community residents, and local
governments working toward a strong fishing economy. To counteract loss of
community access to fisheries, the book emphasizes creative financing, crew as part
owners, customized solutions for each community, recognizing rights of small-scale
fishing communities to resources, and involving fishermen in management. A third
conference on this topic is scheduled for October 2008. To get a copy of the 114page book, see http://seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore/pubs/AK-SG-07-02.html.

Science Friday 2007
To take advantage of the climate change and International Polar Year theme of

National Public Radio's Science Friday, at UAF on June 8, Alaska Sea Grant staffed a
calendar sales table and provided books for greeting packets for host Ira Flatow and
his crew.
Sea Grant’s 2008 Alaska Coastal Calendar, International Polar Year edition, educates
the reader about climate change and research. Several UA faculty and researchers
provided photos and information, including Syun Akasofu, Bodil Bluhm, Reid Brewer,
Hajo Eicken, Dolly Garza, Rolf Gradinger, Max Hoberg, Katrin Iken, Terry Johnson,
Brendan Kelly, Matt Nolan, Vladimir Romanovsky, Ken Tape, and John Walsh. To
order a calendar, go to http://seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore/pubs/SG-ED-58.html.

Gayle Hutson Joins Staff
Alaska Sea Grant welcomes new administrative assistant Gayle Hutson, who will
start July 12. Her main responsibilities will be assisting Brian Allee, processing travel
and purchasing, and general administrative support. Hutson has worked for SFOS
since November 2006, and she also worked for several years in construction and in
the food and beverage industry. In her off-duty hours she enjoys landscaping,
working in stained glass, and watching football. Contact her at gayle@sfos.uaf.edu
or 907-474-6047.

Proposal Panel
Alaska Sea Grant will hold a technical review panel to consider peer-reviewed
research proposals for the 2008–2010 funding cycle, on August 3 in Anchorage.
Panel members are Flaxen Conway (community specialist/sociologist, Oregon Sea
Grant Extension); Brett Dumbauld (marine invertebrate ecology, USDA Agricultural
Research Service); Bill Pearcy (biological oceanography, Oregon State University);
Mike Ford (genetics and salmon biology, NOAA Fisheries); Pamela Tom (seafood
science, California Sea Grant); and Mary Donahue (marine mammalogy, Hawaii Sea
Grant). National Sea Grant deputy director Jim Murray also will attend the review.

ACE Meeting
At the annual meeting of the Association for Communication Excellence, in
Albuquerque, Jen Gunderson was voted in as vice chair elect of the Graphic Design
Special Interest Group. She will serve as vice chair in 2008 and chair in 2009. The
Graphic Design SIG organizes professional training and provides a professional
network for graphic designers working primarily in university extension. In
Albuquerque Gunderson attended sessions on graphic design, photography, and
communication.

ASRA Scholarship
Mt. Edgecumbe High School student Alexander Erlich, from Kotzebue, received an
Alaska Sea Grant rural student scholarship for the marine science module of the

Alaska Summer Research Academy, held July 9–20 in Kasitsna Bay. Alaska Sea
Grant also paid for travel for Ann Knowlton, lead instructor for ASRA marine science,
and for sampling frames and other data-gathering equipment for the course.

Seeking Rural Students
Thanks to efforts by Paula Cullenberg and Carin Bailey, UAF has launched a Web site
to bring more rural Alaskans and Alaska Natives into fisheries and marine science
careers, at http://www.sfos.uaf.edu/future. The site lists scholarships, degree
programs, internships, and links to employers and scientists.
Partners are Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation, Tanana Chiefs
Conference, Sheldon Jackson College, the Rasmuson Foundation, NOAA Fisheries,
ADFG, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The site is hosted by SFOS.
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Huang Earns Awards
Jiaqi Huang, Sea Grant–funded master's student at FITC, won awards for two of his
papers at the July 2007 Institute of Food Technologists Annual Conference, in
Chicago. In the Aquatic Food Products graduate student paper competition, he
earned first place for "Purifying red salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) oil using a
combined neutralization and adsorption process" by J. Huang and S. Sathivel. In the
Food Packaging competition he got third place for "Gas permeability of chitosan film
and its effect on lipid oxidation of skinless pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha)
fillets during 8-month frozen storage," by J. Huang, S. Sathivel, Q. Liuc, and W.
Prinyawiwatkul. Subramaniam Sathivel, who recently took a position at Louisiana
State University, is Huang's advisor.

M.S. Students Defend Theses
Alaska Sea Grant–funded graduate student Stan Triebenbach defended his master's
thesis, "Compensatory Growth Following Winter Food Deprivation in Hatchery
Produced Coho and Chinook Salmon Smolts," on July 6. In his study, coho and
chinook smolts subjected to winter food deprivation grew faster in the spring, but
the long-term effects on body size are unknown. Thus food restriction may be a way
to increase spring growth rates, which are correlated with smolting success and
survival in hatcheries. Triebenbach's faculty advisor is Bill Smoker.
Amit Morey, who also has received Alaska Sea Grant funding, defended his thesis
July 9, on "Fish Bacterial Flora Identification via Rapid Cellular Fatty Acid Analysis."
Morey evaluated the Sherlock Microbial Identification System to identify known
bacterial cultures, and conducted fish spoilage experiments to isolate unknown
bacteria for identification. He concluded that Sherlock MIS rapidly and accurately
identified seafood bacteria in fresh fish, and can be used to monitor quality changes
during iced storage of fish. Morey is an M.S. candidate in the UAF Interdisciplinary
Program in Seafood Science and Nutrition. His faculty advisor is Brian Himelbloom.

Alaska Sea Grant Advisory
Committee
Denby Lloyd, ADFG Commissioner, is a new member of the Alaska Sea Grant
Advisory Committee. The annual Advisory Committee meeting will be held Nov. 7–8,
2007, at the National Park Service Regional Office in Anchorage. Speakers will
include UAF professor Terry Chapin, an expert on terrestrial ecosystems and Native
communities, and Dean Denis Wiesenburg.
An Advisory Committee subcommittee meeting on strategic planning will be held
September 7 in Anchorage. Alaska Sea Grant is seeking fresh advice from
constituents on goals, themes, and objectives, as well as improving strategic and
implementation plans. Attending will be Orson Smith, Arliss Sturgulewski, Dorothy
Childers, Jeff Stephan, Molly McCammon, the Sea Grant Management Team, and
others. Margo Matthews will facilitate the meeting.

Alaska King Crab Research,
Rehabilitation and Biology
Project
On August 22, Alaska Sea Grant will hold a scientific meeting to brief ADFG
regarding the scientific studies on red and blue king crab in 2007. In addition, the
science team will review studies planned for 2008. The meeting site is the new Ted
Stevens Marine Research Institute in Juneau.
Canada DFO's Anna Epelbaum will report on crab culture in Russia, Brad Stevens
will share information on king crab culture worldwide, and Brian Allee will talk about
the AKCRRAB grassroots effort. Ben Daly and Celeste Leroux will report on past and
present experiments, while Ginny Eckert will discuss future experiments. The
AKCRRAB steering committee will meet August 21 in the afternoon.
Alaska Sea Grant has launched a new Web site for AKCRRAB at
http://seagrant.uaf.edu/research/projects/initiatives/king_crab/general. Features of
the interactive site include blogging, forums, and surveys, as well as learning tools
such as audio and video, and links to resources.

Publications Honors
Three Alaska Sea Grant publications earned awards recently. The brochure
announcing the 2007 International Smoked Seafood Symposium, designed by Jen
Gunderson, won a bronze award from the Association for Communication Excellence
in the direct mail category. In addition, The Gulf of Alaska: Biology and
Oceanography, edited by Phil Mundy, and Common Edible Seaweeds in the Gulf of
Alaska, by Dolly Garza, were selected as 2006 Notable Government Documents by
the Library Journal. Linda B. Johnson, chair of the Notable Documents Panel offered
this congratulatory note, "It is a bit unusual for more than one publication from the

same state to be selected so this is a true accomplishment attesting to the
importance and quality of your publications. I know that many librarians use the list
for selection purposes, thus enriching their collections."

NOAA Museum Display
The UA Museum of the North is featuring the exhibit "From Sea to Shining Sea: 200
Years of Charting America's Coasts," celebrating the 200th anniversary of the
Survey of the Coast, the predecessor to NOAA, through Dec. 31. The poster exhibit
was produced by the Smithsonian Institution. The Coast Survey was originally
charged by Thomas Jefferson, to provide a "complete and accurate chart of every
part of the coasts" of the United States.

NOAA Outreach Workshop
Brian Allee will speak about Alaska Sea Grant at the workshop on NOAA regional
outreach collaboration, in Kasitsna Bay, Aug. 15–17. Attendees will represent NOAA
units in Alaska, and other Alaska groups with marine outreach activities.

Alaska Regional Marine
Research Plan
SFOS Ph.D. graduate student Jodi Pirtle will be awarded a research assistantship to
work on the Alaska Regional Marine Research Plan, directly with Keith Criddle.
Pirtle's faculty advisor is Ginny Eckert.
The mission of the project is to assemble research plans from Alaska resource
agencies, and articulate research needs and data gaps from grassroots user groups
and stakeholders, to develop a consensus around marine research and information
needs for the Aleutian Islands. This project will identify the top 10 managementcritical research priorities for interdisciplinary studies in the Aleutian Island
ecosystem.
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ASPLI 2008 Funding
Funding for the Alaska Seafood Processing Leadership Institute 2008 was awarded
to MAP from the Alaska Department of Labor, for $165,000. The ASPLI grant
application was submitted by Paula Cullenberg, Glenn Haight, Angela Camos, and
Chuck Crapo. ASPLI 2008 training will run from February to October. Promising
leaders in the seafood processing industry will be identified and receive advanced
training in seafood processing, marketing and logistics, and Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Point (HACCP) certification. See www.marineadvisory.org/aspli.

Congressional Staff Tours
Oyster Farm
Alaska Sea Grant MAP hosted congressional and NOAA staff on a tour of the Moss
Island Oyster Farm in Peterson Bay near Homer last month. The group, including
Lauren Lugo and Eric Webster, NOAA; William Todd, staff for Sen. Cochran (MS);
Jed Bullock, staff for Rep. Madeleine Bordallo (GU); David Whaley and Megan
Massen, House Resources; Kristine Lynch, Senate Commerce; and Thomas Michels,
staff for Sen. Landrieu (LA), toured the NOAA-UAF marine lab at Kasitsna Bay. They
were joined by Paula Cullenberg; Ray RaLonde; Dean Denis Wiesenburg; Kris
Holdereid from the NOAA National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science; Clem Tillion,
former NPFMC chair; and others. In addition, Cullenberg met with the group for
breakfast at the Anchorage MAP office, for an introduction to Alaska Sea Grant MAP.

International Study Cruise
Nome MAP agent Heidi Herter served as community outreach coordinator for the
Bering Strait Region, onboard the RV Oshoro maru from Dutch Harbor to Nome. She
was invited on the July 22–August 3 cruise by Kawerak, Inc., and was funded by
AYKSSI (Arctic-Yukon-Kuskokwim Sustainable Salmon Initiative). Following the
cruise, on August 4, an International Polar Year mini-symposium was held in Nome,
where scientists from the research cruise reported on climate changes affecting the

Chukchi and Bering seas. Most of the presenting scientists were Japanese master's
degree students, who gave reports on their research in English.

Biology Classes
Heidi Herter and UAF Northwest Campus faculty member Claudia Ihl taught a new
two-credit, weeklong field biology course through the Northwest Alaska Career and
Technical Center in August. Five high school students, from Nome and Teller,
studied salmon life cycle, fish anatomy, muskox behavior, plant family identification,
mushrooms, and other topics. SFOS fisheries graduate student Lorna Wilson took
students out in a canoe to look at light penetration, dissolved oxygen, and
zooplankton.
Herter also taught an "Ocean Explorers" section with the Norton Sound Health
Corporation's CAMP/Summercise program. She led field trips to local beaches,
rivers, and wetlands for youth aged 8–12. Students learned about fish and other
aquatic animals, life cycles, food webs, and community structure. Five to ten
students attended each field trip.

MAP Activities
Terry Reeve worked with Bob Dittrick of Wilderness Birding Adventures, former MAP
agent Craig Wiese, Odin Brudie of the Alaska tourism office, and others to assess
bird tourism in Chevak, Hooper Bay, and Kokechik Bay. The birders have given very
positive feedback.
Reeve also worked with ADFG in Bethel and the Kuskokwim Fisheries Management
Group to open the fishery specifically for catcher/seller harvesters. Since bigger
buyers are limited in the Bethel area, this allows individual fishermen to harvest
salmon. Two fishermen have taken part in fresh fish sales at the local Saturday
market.
Torie Baker oversaw the design and funding of 760 T-shirts and a Cordova city
proclamation expressing appreciation for the processing and transportation
workforce's role in bringing to market the 64 million–plus record salmon runs. Baker
was joined in the presentations by the Chamber of Commerce, the City of Cordova,
Cordova District Fishermen United, an electric cooperative, and others.
Reid Brewer hosted UAF Chancellor Steve Jones and SFOS Dean Denis Wiesenburg
for three days in Unalaska. They met with several processors, Unalaska school staff,
tribal members, fishermen, and city council members to discuss UAF's presence in
Unalaska and to encourage future partnerships.

Clean Boating
Alaska Sea Grant produced and distributed more than 3,000 copies of the Clean
Boating issue of Alaska Seas & Coasts, written by Alan Sorum and edited by Terry

Johnson. The 12-page publication brings boaters and harbormasters up to speed on
preventing pollution and keeping vessels and harbors in good condition.

NOAA Outreach
Kurt Byers attended a NOAA regional Integrated Services Assessment workshop at
the Kasitsna Bay Laboratory in August. He gave a presentation about Alaska Sea
Grant outreach capabilities. The meeting was in response to Adm. Lautenbacher's
directive that NOAA offices increase collaborations in research and
outreach/education within NOAA and with stakeholders.
In addition to Alaska Sea Grant, NOAA partners at the meeting were the National
Undersea Research Center, ADFG, Alaska Ocean Observing System, SFOS/IMS,
Cooperative Institute for Arctic Research, UAA School of Engineering, U.S Army
Corps of Engineers, Eskimo Walrus Commission, Alaska Intertribal Council, U.S.
Arctic Research Commission, Marine Exchange, Alaska Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Association, North Pacific Fishery Management Council, Alaska Center for Climate
Assessment and Policy, and the Division of Homeland Security and Emergency
Management. National NOAA officials also attended.

Brown Moves to Georgia
Liz Brown has taken an extension position with Georgia Sea Grant. Brown served as
Alaska Sea Grant MAP agent in Dillingham for four years, providing fisheries and
marine technical assistance and education to commercial and subsistence fishermen
in over 30 communities in Southwestern Alaska. She led numerous workshops on
seafood processing and other topics, and authored seven Sea Grams on common
mistakes in HACCP. Brown, who is currently traveling in South America, will start
her new job at Georgia Sea Grant next month.

Fellowships
National Estuarine Research Reserve Fellowships focus on coastal management, with
the majority of the master's and Ph.D. students working on nonpoint source
pollution and habitat conservation and restoration. The application deadline is
November 1, 2007. For more information see www.nerrs.noaa.gov/Fellowship
/welcome.html.
Students with NMFS–Sea Grant Fellowships in Population Dynamics and NMFS–Sea
Grant Fellowships in Marine Resurce Economics work on problems of public interest
at NMFS science centers and laboratories. The application deadline is January 25,
2008. For details see www.seagrant.noaa.gov/funding/rfp.html.

Invasive Species and
Aquaculture RFPs

National Sea Grant invites research and outreach proposals that address the
introduction and spread of aquatic invasive species. The National Sea Grant Office
will make twelve awards between $30,000 and $300,000 for 2008 and 2009.
Preproposals must be submitted to the Alaska Sea Grant office by noon, October 11,
2007. For details see http://www.seagrant.noaa.gov/funding/rfp.html#ais.
An invitation is also open for demonstration projects and innovative research for
marine aquaculture in nearshore, open water, and terrestrial environments.
Preproposals are due at NOAA by 4 pm EDT October 18, 2007. See www.grants.gov.
OAR-SG-2008-2001200 is the invasive species funding number; OARSG-2008-2001205 is the aquaculture funding number. Information can also be
found on the National Sea Grant Web site at http://www.seagrant.noaa.gov/funding
/rfp.html#aquaculture.
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Energy/Fisheries Workshop
Alaska Sea Grant is organizing the North Aleutian Basin Energy/Fisheries Workshop,
a public event to be held March 18–19, 2008, in Anchorage. The purpose is to open
a dialogue between offshore oil and gas interests and fisheries stakeholders in the
North Aleutian Basin, which includes Bristol Bay. A federal offshore oil and gas lease
sale is proposed for the southwest corner of the basin in 2011.
A 23-member steering committee will meet October 19 to set the agenda for the
March workshop. The steering committee represents fishermen and seafood
processors, Native and community leaders, energy and fishery regulators,
environmentalists, the energy industry, UAF School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences,
and Bodø University in Norway. The October steering meeting will be facilitated by
Alaska Sea Grant director Brian Allee and Bodø University associate professor Jan
Soernes. Because offshore oil and gas development and commercial fishing have
successfully coexisted in Norway for 40 years, discussion that has taken place there
will be helpful for Alaskans.
The U.S. Minerals Management Service estimates the North Aleutian Basin may
contain as much as 750 million barrels of oil, and nearly nine trillion cubic feet of
natural gas. The proposed lease sale lies within some of the world's most lucrative
commercial fisheries and pristine wildlife habitat. Organizers hope the March 2008
workshop will help people learn about energy development plans, discuss concerns,
and find common ground.

New Alaska Sea Grant Books
Alaska Sea Grant's best-selling book Guide to Marine Mammals of Alaska, by Kate
Wynne, is now out in its third edition. The 2007 edition of this award-winning book
has been brought up to date with the latest range and population information, and
features outstanding artwork by Pieter Folkens and 25 new photos. Price of the 80page book, printed on waterproof paper, is $25.
Alaska Sea Grant recently published Community-Based Coastal Observing in Alaska:

Aleutian Life Forum 2006, edited by Reid Brewer. In August 2006 Brewer organized
the second Aleutian Life Forum in Unalaska, inviting experts on coastal monitoring
to make presentations. Brewer's goal was to increase community coastal monitoring
in Alaska in face of climate and other changes. The book has information about
seabird monitoring, detecting invasive species, addressing marine debris problems,
and managing resources and coastal economies. Experts also authored papers on
rigorous scientific information collected by local citizens, upper-grade students
taking long-term coastal data, community volunteers recording coastal changes, and
community-based water quality monitoring. Price of the 111-page book is $15.

KTOO to Air Videos
KTOO public TV in Juneau will air statewide several Alaska Sea Grant MAP videos on
their new program, 360 North. The program will include the videos Sea Lions,
Fishermen and Fish; Sharing the Seas: Alaska's CDQ Program; Wolf Control in
Alaska; Alaska's Onshore/Offshore Tug of War; Salmon Farming, Boom or Bust; and
ANWR: Wilderness Oil Reserve. KTOO will also show the Alaska Marine Safety
Education Association/MAP safety videos It Could Have Been Prevented, Fishing
Vessel Stability, A Matter of Survival, Rescues at Sea, Beating the Odds, and When
Seconds Count. The UAF Geophysical Institute and the UAA Institute of Social and
Economic Research also are being tapped for public education programming.

Achievement Awards
At Sea Grant 2007 in San Diego, the biennial meeting of the nationwide Sea Grant
network, awards were presented to Alan Sorum, city manager of Skagway, Alaska;
Rusty Gaude, Louisiana Sea Grant; and Eric Olsson, Washington Sea Grant. The
three received kudos for their work moving a Marine Travelift boat hoist from Valdez
to Louisiana in 2006. Olssen and Gaude were honored with the Sea Grant Assembly
special achievement award, and Sorum received an award plaque and gift book from
the assembly. Louisiana fishermen used the boat hoist to rescue boats damaged
during Hurricane Katrina.
Kurt Byers suggested the award to Sea Grant leaders, introduced the award event,
and showed slides of the boat hoist as it was moved across the continent, to the
accompaniment of a prerecorded KUAC radio interview with Sorum. Byers also read
a recent congratulatory letter from Sen. Lisa Murkowski at the ceremony.

Report from Kodiak
In August, marine mammal specialist Kate Wynne studied humpback whale foraging
ecology in the Kodiak area. She identified 200 humpbacks from photographs, and
tagged four whales with acoustic transmitters to determine their dive profiles,
foraging depths, and relationship to prey fields in Marmot and Chiniak bays. She
also restarted Steller sea lion scat sampling after the Humane Society's legal

challenge to sea lion research was settled.
Wynne recently took on student intern Chris Ford, of Kodiak College, to assist with
harbor seal research and foraging ecology for the fall semester. Wynne will guide
Ford in developing an independent research project on harbor seal behavior. In
addition, Wynne presented a three-hour marine mammal training class for 38 NMFS
groundfish observers at the UAA Observer Training Center.

Report from Unalaska
In August, Reid Brewer taught classes at the tenth annual Qawalangin Tribe's Camp
Qungaayux, attended by 62 people. At the camp, Aleutian children are taught
cultural values and skills and an introduction to Western science, by elders and
mentors. As a mentor, Brewer taught several classes combining traditional
information and Western scientific ideas. Brewer's topics were marine safety and
survival, intertidal ecology, PSP sampling, and marine mammal anatomy during a
sea lion butchering.
Brewer also hosted Jane Dolliver from the Coastal Observation and Seabird Survey
Team (COASST) who trained seven Unalaskans on how to survey beaches for dead
and/or stranded seabirds. The training is part of a coastal monitoring program
aimed at using birds as indicators of ecosystem health. Students were taught how to
identify, photograph, measure, and report bird strandings. The network of
volunteers will walk one kilometer stretches of beach to document "natural" rates of
bird mortality to establish a baseline for comparison in case strandings increase.
Brewer hosted several FOAMI talks (Forum of Alaska Marine Issues) in Unalaska
over the summer, taking advantage of the annual influx of researchers. Talks
included killer whale research in the Pribilofs, by Kelly Newman (SFOS, UAF); Alaska
underwater photos, by Don Kramer (MAP); life after cattle, and plant communities
of Attu Island, by Steven Talbot (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service); mosses of
Unalaska, by Wilf Schofield (University of British Columbia); and the why and how of
counting squid, by Kirsty Anderson and Sandra Parker-Stetter (University of
Washington).
Along with Unalaska tribal member Caleb Livingston, Brewer flew to Atka Island in
August to investigate a dead stranding of four Stejneger's beaked whales. They
photographed and measured the whales, and took tissue samples including skin and
heart for DNA; blubber for biotoxins; and heart, lung, liver, fat, and lymph nodes for
toxicology and pathology. They gave sections of stomach to local Unangans for
drums, and intestines for parkas, and froze stomachs for content analysis. The effort
was in partnership with the NOAA Office of Protected Species, NOAA Center for
Marine Animal Health, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Qawalangin Tribe of
Unalaska, and the community of Atka.
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Ketchikan MAP Agent
Gary Freitag has been hired as UAF Ketchikan MAP extension agent and associate
professor of fisheries. Freitag is currently research and evaluation manager for the
Southern Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association, and he owns Oceanographic
Services of Southeast Alaska, a firm that conducts environmental oceanographic,
fishery, and marine mammal surveys. He is on the Pacific Salmon Commission and
the NMFS Marine Mammal Stranding Network. He is also president of the
OceansAlaska board. Freitag will start the MAP job in January.

Sea Grant Students
Three Alaska Sea Grant–funded students recently defended their theses. Olav
Ormseth's Ph.D. dissertation title is Reproductive Potential of Pacific Cod in Alaska.
Ormseth's results suggest that female Pacific cod maximize fitness through
increased egg production, not egg quality, and that their reproductive success is
under strong environmental control. Maternal length and weight are excellent
predictors of fecundity, but variability in egg size is not related to the age or size of
females. Brenda Norcross is Ormseth's faculty advisor.
Renee Raudonis' master's thesis is Bacteria Associated with Paralytic Shellfish Toxin
(PST)–Producing Strains of Anabaena circinalis. Raudonis looked at bacteria
associated with six Australian freshwater cyanobacterial strains of Anabaena
circinalis, three toxic and three nontoxic. The identity of bacteria associated with
toxic cyanobacteria, and the role they play in paralytic shellfish toxin production, are
unknown worldwide. Raudonis found that the bacterial communities were dominated
by Proteobacteria. Gerry Plumley is Raudonis' major professor.
Sarah Manes' master's thesis title is Identifying Seasonal Changes in Photosynthetic
Activity of Arctic Phytoplankton and Sea Ice Algae under Environmental Stress Using
Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) Fluorometry. Manes assessed photosynthetic
activity of phytoplankton and sea ice algae from land-fast sea ice off Point Barrow.
Her work strengthens the validity that the photosynthetic potential of arctic sea ice

algae is mainly regulated by light limitations and salinity in winter and nutrient
availability during the spring bloom. Rolf Gradinger is Manes' advisor.

Russian Seafood
MAP seafood specialist Don Kramer trained Russian fish processors and marketers in
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky last month. Kramer's visit was part of an effort of the
World Wildlife Fund and the UAA American Russian Center (ARC) to help Russians
raise the level of quality of their seafood products for marketing within Russia, and
to conserve fish stocks.
One of five U.S. presenters, Kramer focused on quality control systems in salmon
processing. He used a Russian translation of Alaska Sea Grant's Care and Handling
of Salmon as a handout, as well as translations of Alaska Seafood Marketing
Institute publications. Thirty-six students participated.
At a local food market, Kramer saw a predominance of roe and cold-smoked
seafood. He toured a processing plant that was producing a high-quality product,
but says the Russian Far East seafood industry overall has work to do, to make good
commercial use of their fish and control quality. While fish poaching is common
there, a marketing survey shows that fish conservation is important to Russian
consumers nationwide.

Energy/Fisheries
Thirty attendees at the North Aleutian Basin Energy/Fisheries Steering Committee
meeting on October 19 expressed varied opinions on oil development in the North
Aleutian Basin. The group began to plan a March 2008 public workshop for
stakeholders to discuss whether oil and gas development can coexist with the
valuable fisheries. Brian Allee, Alaska Sea Grant director, and Jan Sørnes, Bodø
University professor, Norway, facilitated the October meeting.
Dan Sharp, fisheries biologist at Minerals Management Service, urged everyone to
study and learn the procedures that could lead to development. The permitting
process for exploration can be carried out between now and a 2011 lease sale, and
under a hypothetical timeline, gas production could start in 2026, according to
Sharp.
Gregg Nady, of the Shell Exploration and Production Company, believes the fishery
can be protected by using advanced technology. Several community leaders from
the area are cautiously optimistic, viewing the possibility of oil and gas development
as an opportunity to hold onto their young productive citizens. In this camp are
Stanley Mack, mayor of the Aleutians East Borough; Justine Gundersen of Nelson
Lagoon; and Shirley Marquardt, mayor of Unalaska.
Offering another perspective, World Wildlife Fund's Bubba Cook said his organization
is opposed to offshore exploration and development in the region. Bill Popp, who

experienced oil and gas development firsthand on the Kenai Peninsula, warned that
promises made about new jobs should be scrutinized carefully. Joe Childers of
United Fishermen of Alaska said that fishing was definitely restricted in Cook Inlet
after oil and gas development in the 1950s, and additional restrictions are created
every few years.
At the end of the meeting, a subcommittee volunteered to plan the March public
workshop. For more information see the Energy/Fisheries Web site.

Alaska Seas and Rivers
The Alaska Seas and Rivers project unveiled the new curriculum Web site
(http://www.alaskaseagrant.org/teachers) at the Alaska Math and Science
Conference for teachers in Anchorage. Marla Brownlee, project leader, and several
teachers presented two conference sessions and showed the curriculum on laptops
at the Alaska Sea Grant booth. Four curricula are being piloted in classrooms now:
At Home in the Water, grade 2; Rivers to the Sea and Back Again, grade 3; Case of
the Missing Sea Otter, grade 4; and Humans and the Ocean, grade 5. An educator
team is writing materials for grades K–1 and recruiting teachers for the June 2008
workshop at the Kasitsna Bay Lab to develop curricula for grades 6–8.

Entrepreneur Newsletter
MAP agents Sunny Rice and Glenn Haight have initiated a twice-yearly newsletter,
The Fish Entrepreneur, to strengthen communication with small catcher processors
who do their own marketing. The first issue features an interview with the owners of
Lofoten Fish in Southeast, who enjoy providing a high-quality salmon product. Also
in the issue are articles on onboard inspection and using the ASMI brand.
The free newsletter was mailed to 800 registered Alaska business owners and
posted on the MAP Web site. The Fish Entrepreneur is part of the Alaska Fisheries
Business Assistance Project, Fi$hbiz, a seafood business training and educational
program offered by MAP.

Financial Training
Glenn Haight, MAP fisheries business specialist, organized a session with Kevin Klair
from the University of Minnesota Center for Farm Financial Management to train
MAP agents on business management extension education. At the daylong seminar,
seven MAP agents learned how to use financial management tools. With this added
training the agents are better able to assist seafood business people in their
communities with financial management and using Alaska Sea Grant's product
Financial Statements and Business Calculations for Commercial Fishermen.

Mammals/Fisheries

Kate Wynne was an invited attendee at the NMFS marine mammal Serious Injury
Technical Workshop in September. The workshop focused on developing standards
to determine when human-caused injuries to marine mammals should be considered
lethal. NMFS uses the criteria to categorize all U.S. fisheries on their annual List of
Fisheries. The Marine Mammal Protection Act mandates that each fishery be
classified as having a frequent, occasional, or remote likelihood of incidental
mortality or serious injury to marine mammals. Wynne presented a summary of the
difficulties and subjectivity in assessing the outcome of large whale entanglements
in fishing nets.

In Memoriam
A scholarship will be created in remembrance of Alaska Sea Grant Advisory
Committee member Frank Hill, to assist Native village students. Hill died in October
after a lifetime of service in education to Native and rural Alaskans. He helped
Alaska Sea Grant by offering support and advice, for four years. Donations can be
made in Frank Hill's name, to the Education Foundation of the Bristol Bay Native
Corporation, 111 W. 16th Ave., Suite 400, Anchorage, AK 99501.
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Six Research Projects Funded
Alaska Sea Grant is pleased to announce grant funding for the following projects and
principal investigators, for February 2008–January 2010:
Outbreeding Depression in Pink Salmon: Effects of Hybridization Between
Seasonally Distinct Subpopulations (Phase 3), A.J. Gharrett, W.W. Smoker,
M.D. Adkison, and R. RaLonde.
Dealing with Uncertainties in Integrated Age-Structured Assessment Models,
T.J. Quinn.
Alaska Red King Crab Enhancement: Juvenile Growth and Field Habitat
Studies, S. Tamone and G. Eckert.
Post-Harvest Quality of Selected Molluscan Broodstock Oysters Raised in
Kachemak Bay, Alaska and Comparison with Other Northwest U.S. Locations,
R. RaLonde and A. Oliveira.
Alaska Coastal Community Youth and the Future, Marie Lowe.
Development of Economical Methods to Extract Salmon Head Oil for Use by
Small Alaska Processors, S. Sathivel.

New Book and Video
Terry Johnson led a collaborative effort by many authors to revise and update the
Fishermen's Direct Marketing Manual. The book helps fishermen work through the
steps involved in direct marketing—selling seafood products further up the
distribution system than to the local processor. Chapters address finding domestic
and international customers, strategies for distributing seafood, packaging and
shipping, and the basics of business planning. The new edition significantly expands
on previous versions, with new sections on accounting, e-commerce, working with
custom processors, direct marketing shrimp, avoiding HACCP problems, etc.
Published by the Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program, Oregon Sea Grant, and
Washington Sea Grant, the 96-page book is available free by mail or download at
http://seagrant.uaf.edu/bookstore/pubs/MAB-53.html.

Flooding Control: Knowledge & Tools to Prevent Sinking is a new DVD issued by the
Alaska Marine Safety Education Association and Alaska Sea Grant Marine Advisory
Program. The 14-minute video gives maintenance procedures to prevent flooding,
preparation for dealing with flooding, and temporary patches, plugs, and other
flooding control techniques. It was filmed on the Coast Guard damage control
trainer and onboard working vessels in Alaska. Deborah Mercy, Marine Advisory
Program media specialist, produced the video with Coast Guard funding. AMSEA
staff wrote the script. You can order the DVD for $20 at http://seagrant.uaf.edu
/bookstore/pubs/MAPV-64.html, or borrow it from a coastal Marine Advisory office.

Fish Expo
Alaska Sea Grant hosted a booth at Pacific Marine Expo in Seattle last month. Sherri
Pristash and Jen Gunderson talked with the public and potential UAF students in
fisheries education. Terry Johnson organized and moderated four seminar sessions
—Alaska's Limited Entry Plan: What It Means to You, Getting the Most Out of Your
Boatyard, Salmon Mass Marketing and Selective Fisheries, and The Latest in Charter
Gear and Technology.

Advisory Committee Met
Alaska Sea Grant hosted the annual Advisory Committee (AC) meeting in November
at the Anchorage National Park Service building. Twenty-three out of 28 members
were present or were represented. Three new AC members were welcomed: Lt.
Patrick Barelli, USCG; Denby Lloyd, ADFG Commissioner; and Sen. Joe Thomas. UAF
ecology professor Terry Chapin spoke on Resilience and Adaptation and Dean Denis
Wiesenburg gave an after-dinner overview of SFOS activities throughout the state.
John Byrne, former NOAA administrator and current chair of the National Sea Grant
Strategic Plan Steering Committee, made a special appearance and spoke about the
national plan.
Sessions included updating Alaska Sea Grant's strategic plan and how ASG can help
communities adapt to climate and other changes. In their role as a source for
guidance, the AC suggested that Alaska Sea Grant increase emphasis on climate
change. In addition they voted on ways Alaska Sea Grant can make a difference to
Alaskans. The top five are
1. Provide a forum to discuss the most important resources to sustain in coastal
communities.
2. Organize a conference on "What is the future of seafood?"
3. Help communities conduct self-assessments of hazards in coastal ecosystems.
4. Implement innovative ways to monitor shoreline change.
5. Support development of a model to define strengths and weaknesses, and
dependencies and vulnerabilities of coastal communities.

MAP in Unalaska
Reid Brewer and other Unalaska divers organized the new Unalaska Divers
Association. The association will promote education, safety, and community service
through diving operations in Unalaska. Brewer was named chair of the association.
Brewer organized a fund-raiser for local divers who perform rescue operations for
the City of Unalaska, and for the National Ocean Sciences Bowl (NOSB) Alaska
region. Alaskan Brewing Co. beers and a wide variety of seafood were enjoyed by
135 participants. In total, $9000 was raised in the sold-out event. Proceeds were
split between the Unalaska Divers Association and travel funds for the Unalaska
Tsunami team to compete in the 2008 NOSB, Alaska region.
Brewer held four NOSB training meetings recently with 20 high school students who
want to participate in the 2008 bowl. Eight students will be selected to represent
Unalaska at the event, to be held February 8–9 in Seward.

MAP in Cordova
At the Cordova High School Career Day in October, Torie Baker presented a talk to
240 students on the business of being a commercial fisherman. The session was the
most popular of all topics offered. Baker also represented UAF and SFOS in three
college recruiting and information sessions, joining 40 other presenters from various
agencies, occupations, and training centers.

MAP in Nome
Within weeks of finishing marine safety instructor training from the Alaska Marine
Safety Education Association, Heidi Herter traveled to St. Lawrence Island to teach
"Surviving Cold Water Emergencies" in partnership with Jason Hymer, injury
prevention coordinator at Norton Sound Health Corporation. In Gambell and
Savoonga Herter taught emergency preparedness and treatment for cold water
near-drowning and hypothermia. The Gambell instruction included a half-day on
survival suits as well.

MAP in Homer
At the annual meeting of the Alaska Association of Harbormasters and Port
Administrators, Terry Johnson gave a presentation on the new state regulation
preventing transport and harboring of rodents. He also described a MAP project that
will develop a manual on rat control at Alaska waterfront facilities and train harbor
operators on rat prevention, and got input on the best ways to present rat control
information to harbor operators.
Johnson participated in a meeting of AKRAT (Alaska Rodent Action Team), along
with representatives of USFWS, ADFG, DOT, DEC, Audubon Society, World Wildlife
Fund, Island Conservation, Defenders of Wildlife, Nature Conservancy, City of St.

Paul, Coast Guard, and others. Johnson will attend the New York City Rodent Control
Academy December 11–13, to strengthen his background in harbor rat control.
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